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Conven onal crystallographic inves ga ons primarily focus on determining the geometric arrangement of 
atoms within the crystal la ce. This involves ascertaining unit cell parameters, space group symmetry, and 
the precise posi ons of atoms within the crystal. It serves as a founda onal technique for understanding 
the three-dimensional arrangement of mineral components, providing informa on about bond lengths, 
bond angles, and overall crystal symmetry. This approach is invaluable for iden fying the mineral's crystal 
system and la ce parameters. Conven onal crystallographic technique uses an approxima on assuming 
spherical distribu on of electron density around atoms (IAM, or independent atom model), which restricts 
the resul ng informa on to the spa al arrangement of atoms without delving into the finer details of 
electron charge distribu on. In contrast, charge density studies using X-ray and neutron diffrac on data 
account for aspherical features of the electron distribu ons and seek to unravel the fine details of electron 
charge, including bonding electrons, lone electron pairs, etc. This level of detail is crucial for understanding 
chemical bonding, interatomic interac ons, and subtle electronic effects that influence mineral proper es. 

Tradi onally, mineralogical charge density inves ga ons have centered exclusively around the analysis of 
end-member composi ons, wherein minerals are considered to have an ideal crystalline structure with 
fixed chemical composi on, devoid of ca onic disorder. Experimental charge density analysis has also 
been applied to inves gate high pressure phenomena in only a handful of cases.  However, geological 
reality o en presents us with minerals exhibi ng complex solid solu on subs tu onal disorders and 
nonlinear mixing effects and in geophysical and geodynamic modeling there is a strong need to address 
these solid solu on effects on the electronic and thermodynamic level.  

Advances in experimental techniques, computa onal methodologies, such as Hirshfeld Atom Refinement 
(HAR), and enhanced access to high-quality diffrac on data have created opportuni es to explore the 
intricate world of non-spherical electron density in earth forming minerals not only at ambient, but also 
at extreme condi ons. This presenta on will review the current state of the art in Quantum 
Crystallography, present some examples of studies u lizing the HAR approach to minerals with ca on 
disorder and hydrogen atoms at ambient condi ons as well as at high pressure and temperature, and will 
discuss future outlook and possible applica ons.  

 


